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Medical school curricula and postgraduate education programmes expend considerable resources teaching medical ethics. Simultaneously, whistleblowers’ agitation continues, at great personal cost, to prompt major intrastitutional and public inquiries that reveal problems with the application of medical ethics at particular clinical “coalfaces”.

Virtue ethics, emphasising techniques promoting an agent’s character and instructing their conscience, has become a significant mode of discourse in modern medical ethics. Healthcare whistleblowers, whose complaints are reasonable, made in good faith, in the public interest, and not vexatious, we argue, are practising those obligations of professional conscience foundational to virtue based medical ethics. Yet, little extant virtue ethics scholarship seriously considers the theoretical foundations of healthcare whistleblowing.

The authors examine whether healthcare whistleblowing should be considered central to any medical ethics emphasising professional virtues and conscience. They consider possible causes for the paucity of professional or academic interest in this area and examine the counterinfluence of a continuing historical tradition of guild mentality professionalism that routinely places relationships with colleagues ahead of patient safety.

Finally, it is proposed that a virtue based ethos of medical professionalism, exhibiting transparency and sincerity with regard to achieving uniform quality and safety of health care, may be facilitated by introducing a technological imperative using portable computing devices. Their use by trainees, focused on ethical competence, provides the practical face of virtue ethics in medical education and practice. Indeed, it assists in transforming the professional conscience of whistleblowing into a practical, virtue based culture of self reporting and personal development.

Considerable resources are expended worldwide teaching and promoting the principles of medical ethics in university curricula and postgraduate continuing education programmes. Although they are often poorly emphasised in the published literature, at the normative foundations of the dominant principlist system of medical ethics are professional virtues, such as loyalty to the relief of patient suffering, honesty, empathy, and competence, all linked with and emphasising the importance of conscience in professional life. These professional virtues, as well as their related principles, find direct or implicit expression in the Geneva Declaration (or modern reformulation of the Hippocratic Oath) and the International Code of Medical Ethics, and should be further emphasised in the UNESCO Universal Bioethics Declaration.

Whistleblowers, commonly stating that they are motivated by professional conscience and virtue to apply principles of medical ethics, health law, or international human rights, continue, at great personal cost and surprisingly little positive institutional or collegial acknowledgement, to reveal significant problems with the quality and safety of health services. Their allegations have almost invariably been proven, by subsequent, costly public inquiries, to have revealed inappropriate institutional cultures of professionalism, as well as significant deficiencies in how the principles of medical ethics are consistently applied at the clinical “coalface”.

Healthcare whistleblowing encompasses a range of activities, from honesty to individual patients about minor errors hitherto undisclosed, to public revelations (justified by reference to socially acceptable principle) of previously suppressed large scale institutional incompetence.

In this article we examine whether principlist perceptions of medical ethics by senior clinicians, and a reluctance to incorporate whistleblowing within virtue based approaches, may be promoting an ethics of “getting away with it” and an informal counterethics and proguild mentality curriculum. Such a proguild mentality has traditionally been embedded in the medical professional hierarchy and has involved a routine disjunction between ostensible ethical knowledge and integrity until such time as public attention is focused on a particular situation.

We then consider whether healthcare whistleblowing should be presumed to be a valid manifestation of a system of medical ethics emphasising virtue and conscience. We conclude by following the implications of earlier work on the theoretical foundations of healthcare whistleblowing in considering whether widespread utilisation of portable digital technology, focused on improving ethical competencies, may create a technological imperative for transforming the professional virtues and conscience, which underpin acts of healthcare whistleblowing, into an active culture of self reporting and personal development.

MEDICAL ETHICS’S PERPLEXING HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP WITH COLLEGIAL CRITICISM

Contemporary medical ethics has yet to develop a firm theoretical conception of what has come to be known as “whistleblowing” in health care. This is despite the fact that those involved in healthcare whistleblowing are now considered by many to be great exemplars of a practical virtue based approach to the application of the norms of medical ethics. Whistleblowing may be defined for
present purposes as the attempt, in good faith and in the public interest, to disclose and resolve in a reasonable and non-vexatious manner, but in the face of significant institutional or professional opposition, a significant deficiency in the quality or safety of health care.

One way to begin to gain insights about why whistleblowing, as defined above, should continue to create such angst among medical educators and professional regulators is to examine some salient points in the traditionally accepted regulatory history of the medical profession. Perhaps we may find here evidence about why individuals motivated chiefly by conscience and professional virtue to make decisions in the interests of patient safety appear to have come regularly into conflict with those who saw medical ethics as primarily a device to preserve the professional status quo, their incomes, and their social status.

Medicine was probably first referred to as a “profession” in the Western world by Scribonius Largus in the first century AD in his treatise *Compositiones Medicamentorum* (On Remedies).13 In this historical period, the act of “professing” in public an allegiance to basic virtues, such as honesty, purity, and even holiness, appears designed to produce a longlasting impact on the shape and content of a practitioner’s clinical conscience.13 Yet, nothing approaching what we now define as whistleblowing appears to have been mentioned. Perhaps the simple truth is that there was then no genuine objective standard against which one physician could critique the work of another.

By the late 1600s, empirical physicians such as Thomas Sydenham and Ambrose Paré were practising in a manner that indicated they preferred to close their volumes of Galen and open their eyes to look at the patient as a real person.14 This gradual influx of scientific objectivity began to create objective standards of quality and safety. Yet, written exhortations to professional virtue, and obedience to ethical rules, in this age related mostly to matters of correct etiquette and treating colleagues with respect. This was vital, many considered, if a doctor was to financially exploit the monopoly privileges the state had granted his profession.14 15

That great medical iconoclast, Dr Gideon Harvey, frequently and openly referred to the Royal College of Physicians as “the eldest quack synagoge”.17 He derided their public expressions of virtue as hypocritical and self-serving. It appears that Harvey’s motivations for such criticisms did not relate solely to personal lack of advancement, but arose from a virtuous desire to assist patients. If so, then elements of what are now termed whistleblowing may be ascribed to them. For his pains, Gideon Harvey suffered what, sadly, has become the standard professional response: being ostracised.12 14–21

By the 19th century, the “Hippocratic Oath”, with its strange deities and quaint references to virtues such as “holiness” of life, was considered too general and imprecise to accurately represent the core ideals of the profession. Those in charge of the institutions of medicine saw a need for more explicit ethical rules of professional conduct if prestige was to be maintained and patient trust justified. John Gregory (1725–1773), Benjamin Rush (1746–1813), and Thomas Percival (1740–1804) made significant contributions to this codification project.12 Gregory’s *Lectures on the Duties and Qualifications of a Physician*, published in Edinburgh in 1772, developed a prototype ethical rule of truth telling during terminal illness.13 This monograph had little to say about professional virtues and nothing that even vaguely resembled an obligation to champion the safety of patients ahead of relationships with colleagues. One possible reason for this is that diminishing the role of the former inhibited challenges against the latter.

Percival was an English physician who, in 1803, published a work entitled *Medical Ethics or a Code of Institutes and Precepts Adapted to the Professional Conduct of Physicians and Surgeons*.22 He was a close friend of Thomas Gisborne, an ecclesiastical writer who was concerned that medical professionalism might subvert common fellowship and Christian charity.24 Percival’s code held that a doctor’s conscience was the “only tribunal” and that his responsibility was to learn from his mistakes and make sure they did not recur.25 Nevertheless, his code also contained no reference to the need for a virtuous colleague to restrict the activities of impaired colleagues in the public interest.

It became fashionable for American medical societies to append codes, derived from writings such as those of Gregory, Rush, and Percival, to their constitutions. The first two chapters of Percival’s book were used as the basis of the influential American Medical Association’s *Code of Ethics* in 1847.22

It would be wrong now to regard every form of criticism of the profession, or one of its members, by a colleague as whistleblowing. Yet, this may be as close as we come to an historical antecedent in the 19th century—for example, in 1849 Hooker published a monograph entitled *Physician and the Patient or a Practical View of the Mutual Duties, Relations and Interests of the Medical Profession and the Community*.23 Hooker criticised the regulatory efforts of the medical profession to date, saying it had been more concerned with “the science of patient getting” than to the neglect of “the science of patient curing”.23 When Jukes Styrap offered his *Code of Medical Ethics* to the British Medical Association in 1882 to use as the basis of an ethical code, the BMA closed ranks, implying such an action would infringe their guild type “closed shop” professional culture.24 25 This may be an important point, given frequent subsequent allegations by contemporary healthcare whistleblowers of the profession’s “hidden curriculum” that routinely opposes their efforts.

The earliest efforts to monitor and critique the performance of healthcare systems, in a manner resembling contemporary quality and safety approaches, were undertaken by figures such as Florence Nightingale,26–28 Ernest Amory Codman in Boston, and Lord Moynihan in Great Britain.29–31 The application of some form of statistical analysis to early measures of activity in hospitals was an important feature of this pioneering work.29–31 Codman coined the phrase “end result” to try to quantify the outcome of the hospital episode and is hailed as a medical pioneer of current moves toward evidence based medicine.32 These early efforts to measure objectively the effectiveness of hospitals and doctors in diagnosing and treating illness were not well received and Codman was shunned and excluded from medical practice in Boston.32 33

The introduction of risk adjustment that followed the improvement in statistical methods that occurred after the second world war significantly enhanced the process of outcome analysis. Dr Mark Chassin in New York State was able to undertake a series of mandatory data collections in cardiac surgery and other surgical and medical specialties. These analyses achieved a level of sophistication that allowed them to identify the contribution of not only patients but also individual clinicians to adverse surgical outcomes as well as quantifying the contribution of institutions to those adverse outcomes.34 35 Although their emphasis was on the numbers in a series, along with crude measures of outcome, these pioneers of risk adjustment and clinical governance were frequently castigated by their colleagues, much as healthcare whistleblowers are now.1 2 4 12 37

Perhaps the most iconic figure among the pantheon of what may be termed healthcare whistleblowers was Dr Ignaz Semmelweis. Semmelweis was a law student who switched
to study medicine. He is still widely respected for his strength of character and professional virtues in attempting to implement the principle of beneficence declared in the Hippocratic Oath. The story is now well known but worth summarising. As a house officer at the Vienna General Hospital obstetric clinic, he noted that the autopsy of a colleague, who died after accidentally cutting his finger during a postmortem examination, seemed to reveal the same septic pathology as the women dying of puerperal fever. Semmelweis hypothesised that medical students and junior doctors who had recently examined either corpses in the morgue or infected surgical wounds could somehow be spreading disease.

His uncompromising stance, that doctors could be spreading disease from their hands and should wash them, was met with the type of professional outrage, abuse, and attacks on his own competence that has become almost the typical initial response to a contemporary healthcare whistleblower. Semmelweis was not reappointed, had to take an unpaid midwifery instructorship, then was sacked from that post. His successor abolished his guidelines as “ridiculous.”

The great Rudolph Virchow spoke out against Semmelweis’s ideas at an international conference. Semmelweis responded: “I am linked to you by many pleasant memories, but the grief of women dying in childbirth drown out the voice of affection.”

Semmelweis, despite the fact that he appeared to have sincerely strived to uphold the basic canons of the Hippocratic Oath, ended life alone and greatly disturbed in mind. He was beaten to death by the staff of a mental hospital in which he was incarcerated.

In many ways it is only a short journey from Semmelweis to the professionally induced tribulations of healthcare whistleblowers in, for example, the United Kingdom, the US, Canada, and Australia. The foundational emphasis on professional virtue and conscience and ethical principles related to them, accompanied by the disregard of healthcare whistleblowers who honestly seek to shape their characters by actions so motivated, remains a perplexing conundrum at the heart of contemporary medical ethics.

WHISTLEBLOWING AND THE COUNTERETHICS CURRICULUM

Whistleblowers have been the driving force behind a series of recent major contemporary public inquiries that have clearly identified significant deficiencies in institutional healthcare quality and safety. Without exception the final reports of such inquiries have ascribed blame, at least partially, to local professional cultures where senior clinicians were deficient in practical application of medical ethics. Notable examples include the Bristol Royal Infirmery Paediatric Cardiac Surgery Inquiry, the Winnipeg paediatric cardiac surgery scandal, the Campbellbell, Camden, Mt Druitt, and Canberra Hospital inquiries, and the Inquiry into Gynaecological and Obstetric Services at King Edward Memorial Hospital. Revelation of these scandals has allegedly shocked the public and ostensibly surprised the profession. In this context it remains perplexing that medical ethics has not made greater attempts to incorporate healthcare whistleblowing into a theoretical structure increasingly emphasising agent centred, character driven, or virtue based approaches.

Goldie et al recently published a very disturbing analysis, from the virtue ethics point of view, in the journal, Medical Education. Their data showed that when medical students were challenged with identical ethical scenarios in the first and last weeks of a four year medical training course, the number making an ethically “correct” decision was unchanged at 40%. Even worse, the percentage of students confirming they would actually report the unethical behaviour declined from a high of 13% in the early weeks to a low of <5% in the last weeks of training. The likely cause of such a decline in what may be termed “whistleblowing” is the “hidden curriculum” communicated to students through the actions, attitudes, and comments of senior clinicians encountered in clinical rotations.

The phrase “hidden curriculum” was coined by Hafferty and Franks in 1994. It was used to describe a powerful institutional culture, which, in practice, subverted and contradicted, the fundamental ideals of medical ethics. Wolf et al had already described a similar process through a retrospective study of attitude change during medical education in 1989. Hundert and colleagues in 1996 likewise outlined an informal ethics curriculum acting against the formal ethical training in undergraduate medicine.

Rennie and Crosby had suspected such a cause for their findings that medical students become worse rather than better at correct ethical decision making as medical training progresses. Goldie and Schwartz confirmed these findings. The “hidden curriculum” explanation suggests that as these students begin to have greater exposure to doctors who are poor role models of professional virtue they consistently fail to apply ethical principles in their work. If this is true the obvious question is ‘can anything practical now be done about this erosion of commitment to ethical standards, this lack of appreciation of those who whistleblower in the interests of patient safety?’

WHISTLEBLOWING’S FOUNDATIONS IN VIRTUE ETHICS

Most recent work in virtue ethics emphasises the character of the agent as a crucial addition to knowledge about principles, rules, and duties, as well as the consequences of their performance or non-performance. Proponents of virtue ethics also commonly focus on an agent’s motive, emotion, and whole “plan of life”, as well as isolated moments of choice and discrete actions.

Consistent adherence to, or a disposition to act in accordance with, relevant and authoritative principles and rules does not alone constitute virtue according to most virtue ethicists. Also crucially required are the appropriate motive and emotions. According to the generally accepted tenets of virtue ethics, a health professional acts rightly when he or she does what a virtuous agent would have done in the circumstances. Also, on the traditional Aristotelian account, a virtuous agent is someone whose will to consistently apply principle has cumulatively developed traits of character that enable him or her to live an exemplary human life, which displays their conscience, wisdom, temperance, courage, integrity, self knowledge, justice, and capacity for friendship. This is generally, if inaccurately, presented as a contrast to (rather than a foundation of) Kantian approaches to ethics, which instruct agents to act in accordance with universally applicable rules, or utilitarian reasoning, which dictates that agents should maximise human benefit and minimise its harm.

Applied to the healthcare setting, the requirement of virtue ethics that a physician, for example, should embody integrity, necessitates that he or she is prepared to consistently act on socially and professionally approved principles, even in the face of contrary forces and difficult circumstances. Integrity counts as a virtue, not because it is warranted by some generally applicable rule or because it maximises utility, but because humans operating in this setting cannot live and work well without it. A doctor, for instance, who was thoroughly lacking in the professional virtue of integrity might be able to amass significant material wealth, but he or she would have great difficulty living a flourishing life in a
manner characteristic of a fully expressed and valued human being.

One way of shaping virtue ethics scholarship so that it becomes more systematically responsive to the acts of whistleblowers in the clinical practice of medicine can be outlined as follows. A virtue ethics approach to healthcare whistleblowing could begin by determining what counts as acting well in the context of such a professional role. This could be assessed by looking not only at how well that role functions in serving the goals of the profession, but by how those goals are connected with the broader social activities as reflected in norms of jurisprudence and international human rights. That is, it would be institutionally emphasised that good professional roles must be part of a good profession, and a good profession is one that involves a commitment to a key human good, without which humans generally cannot flourish. Further, although a certain profession itself may meet these requirements, it must also be possible to demonstrate how the particular role under scrutiny contributes to the overall goal of the local and international community.

For example, if it were appropriate to take *healing* as a central goal of medicine, then, given the importance of health for human flourishing, medicine should presumptively count as a good profession in terms, for instance, of the foundations of law and international human rights, as well as medical ethics. Similarly, given a general practitioner’s concern with the broad health needs of its patients, the general practitioner’s role within medicine should count as a good professional role regardless of which normative system was applied. Thus, in order to generate a defensible professional ethic, from a virtue ethics perspective, the norms of the profession in question cannot simply be taken as given, as a matter of self-regulation; rather they must be shown to reflect a commitment to one or more of the substantive human goods, which are important constituents of a flourishing human life.

Virtue ethics approaches to whistleblowing in medical practice would examine issues in patient care by looking at the doctor/patient relationship, and the sorts of character traits that are crucial for those in medical practice to flourish: conscience, wisdom, temperance, honesty, compassion, integrity, and justice. On this approach then, doctors ought to tell the truth to patients, not so much (as the caricature principlist version of Kantian reasonable would dictate) because of the importance of informed consent and respect for patient autonomy, nor (as utilitarian reasoning would maintain, because patients generally do better if they are well informed about their condition but because that is what is involved in a doctor having the virtue of truthfulness.

Virtue ethics is actually well suited to providing a normative foundation for healthcare whistleblowing. Reporting unethical colleagues is an expression of the professional virtues of integrity and conscience, the moral significance of which is much better encapsulated conceptually by the normative system of virtue ethics when an attempt is made to integrate it with principlist or utilitarian reasoning. Integrity and conscience are essentially functions of the character that one determines to display in acting, and each can have both personal and professional dimensions— for example, in medicine, acting with professional integrity and conscience means not just deliberating upon, but implementing, principles from a commitment to the proper goals of medicine, such as loyalty to the relief of patient suffering. Thus, doctors can refuse to comply with certain requests on grounds of personal conscience—for example, if they have a religious objection to the procedure being requested—but doctors can also refuse to perform a certain procedure on grounds of professional conscience, whereby the procedure requested is thought to be incompatible with the proper goals of medicine which the doctor is, or should be, committed to serve.

Although the virtues of professional integrity and conscience can explain why doctors should ensure that their own actions are in accordance with their commitment to proper medical values and goals, what motivates a doctor to blow the whistle on unethical colleagues? Many healthcare whistleblowers say they felt there was no alternative but to make such a public disclosure on discovering a colleague’s morally egregious conduct and the lack of interest taken in that conduct by the regulatory authorities. Turning ‘a blind eye’ to this would make them complicit in both the colleague’s wrongdoing, and the harm being done to patients or colleagues.

Virtue ethics provides a strong ethical basis for whistleblowing in health care because it provides a compelling theoretical justification for doctors to report and expose unethical practices. By exposing such practices, a doctor is expressing his or her fundamental commitment in conscience, as a doctor, to the welfare of patients and to the promotion of health and a healthy profession. The reasons why doctors must blow the whistle on wrongdoing are therefore essentially the same reasons why doctors must avoid conflicts of interest—not because of any promises made (which might not cover this situation), nor because this maximises utility (it may not), but because doing otherwise involves a perversion of the fundamental professional virtues that define his or her role as a doctor. One reason why medical educators may be reluctant to embrace the proposition that whistleblowing has a firm foundation in virtue ethics, relates to the onerous and unfashionable obligations its general endorsement would create among health professionals to profess in public their determination to live a transparently virtuous professional life, and to openly strive to implement the basic spirit of the Hippocratic Oath regardless of obstacles.

One reason why medical educators may be reluctant to embrace the proposition that whistleblowing has a firm foundation in virtue ethics, relates to the onerous and unfashionable obligations its general endorsement would create among health professionals to profess in public their determination to live a transparently virtuous professional life, and to openly strive to implement the basic spirit of the Hippocratic Oath regardless of obstacles.

**TRANSFORMING WHISTLEBLOWING WITH PORTABLE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY**

One plausible explanation for a decline in willingness to whistleblow in medical trainees, even in the midst of a medical education environment increasingly emphasising virtue ethics, is that theoretically derived principlist ethics taught in an undergraduate curriculum may be seen by such trainees as less relevant to the postgraduate clinical environment, with its different set of practical, clinical priorities and pressures. If this were so, then supporting good reporting behaviour with regard to medical error “at the coalface” would become of paramount importance in addressing the problems created by the “hidden curriculum.”

Just as a poor role model can undermine ethical behaviour by eroding belief in the standard to be upheld, so it can be hypothesised that a good role model might improve the ethical behaviour of trainees by reinforcing their convictions concerning the legitimacy of maintaining commitment to the consistent application of ethical principles. Goldie, in a review of ethics curricula in undergraduate medical education, concluded that some of the most important and effective facilitators of good ethical learning and behaviour are themselves good ethical role models for medical students. Paice and coauthors confirmed the same finding in interviews with medical graduates. One plausible conclusion from these studies is that positive role models will encourage good ethical behaviour in young doctors. Why should whistleblowers not be acknowledged as presumptively fulfilling this role? More than that, however, why should we not strive to create incentives for students to see
themselves as such role models, championing the safety of patients regardless of intrainstitutional obstacles?

Role models of good ethical behaviour seem to be effective not simply by showing what ought to be done in various situations, but also by helping others see why the ethical behaviour is justifiable in the circumstances. A full explanation of how effective role models can be in terms of encouraging trainees to put their medical ethics education into practice would emphasise the impact that role models typically have on a trainee’s character, rather than emphasising merely the impact on the trainee’s outward behaviour. Good ethical behaviour is most effectively learnt from doctors who themselves embody the virtue of integrity, where they not only practise themselves what they teach others to do, but also clearly believe in the worth of the standards they are practising and teaching.

A promising way of addressing quality and safety problems in health care aims at creating a technological imperative for practical virtue ethics addressed to the trainee, rather than the senior specialist or academic clinician. In conjunction with this, many have suggested that along with good role models ensuring that the working environment of trainees is supportive is vitally important in fostering and reinforcing good ethical behaviour among trainee doctors. Indeed, a recent body of research in social psychology suggests that we tend to overestimate the influence that (at least certain) character traits have on human behaviour, and that relatively minor situational factors influence behaviour far more than is commonly supposed. Some use these findings to argue that fostering ethical behaviour is as much a matter of removing situational obstacles (such as inconvenient or supervisors who use disclosure to victimise good reporters) to people acting ethically, as it is about inculcating ethically desirable character traits in people.

The practices and attitudes of trainees in collecting data on their own performance may provide an illuminating example of the importance of role models and environment in developing the virtue of integrity among trainees. Morton emphasised the need for a supportive (not a punitive) environment for the collection of performance data in health care. He was commenting on work reported from Geelong Hospital, which has demonstrated the benefits of a supportive environment in the collection and analysis of performance and critical incident data. Evidence also suggests that the profession can make a difference if its senior members are prepared to set a good example of habituated implementation of ethical principles and design work practices that support good ethical behaviour.

More could be done and we emphasise the profession’s moral obligation in this regard.

A personal, professional, performance monitoring programme developed in the Geelong department of perioperative medicine has been used to collect procedural performance data and incident reporting data from anaesthetic trainees in the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists accredited training posts.

The reported findings were that the registrars were prepared to collect performance data on their own performance. This is very important if we want to encourage a sense of the professional virtues of conscientiousness and integrity, and with respect to the consistent application of ethical principles in actual day to day medical behaviour.

Secondly, the registrars were prepared to report adverse incidents in their practice even if it involved their own performance.

These two observations represent two important principles for future efforts at ethical behaviour monitoring and improvement. Trainees will collect the correct data in order to successfully optimise their performance and will report adverse events and critical incidents if given simple tools to do so. They will actually tell us about the adverse events that led to adverse outcomes and the adverse events that did not have adverse outcomes. This is the “near miss” data that is the “holy grail” of medical safety and quality improvement.

This suggests that despite the possible existence of a hidden counterethics curriculum in medical training, young doctors will, in the right circumstances, not only “make the right decision” but will also then go on to “do the right thing” if given the appropriate technological imperative. In this sense, portable digital technology, with appropriate modifications to its programmes, could be used to assist in developing a practical virtue ethics that supports and values the contributions of whistleblowers to healthcare quality and safety.

A further observation from the anaesthetic department where the personal digital assistant (PDA) system was trialled, is that registrars willingly rely on the performance data as an objective indication of their professional development. They report a high likelihood of collecting the data throughout their specialist careers. Such observations appear to represent a transformation in the culture of the trainees that can be achieved within a reasonably short period of time.

Our suggestion is that this change involves a metamorphosis of the virtues that encourage whistleblowing into a valuable focus on self-reporting and personal and professional development.

In our model, medical students—for example—could be provided with hand-held computing devices containing programmes directed to the assessment of, among other skills, basic ethical competencies on the first day of training. They would then be encouraged to record and reflect on the results of their training in a continuous manner. Directed questionnaires would then be sent out periodically and used to guide further training in a similar fashion to the anaesthetic registrar model. In anaesthetics, the specialists can subscribe to the programme and gain continuing medical education (CME) points for a year of data collection. This could be a prerequisite of practice in an organisation or registration in a jurisdiction to encourage an “all win” situation. Certainly the indemnity organisations believe this is one way of reducing indemnity costs: they have thought for several years now and committed funding to these projects.

These reports of enhanced voluntary performance monitoring, incident, and “near miss” incident reporting using portable digital technology provide the evidence that a practical approach to transforming the virtue ethics foundations of healthcare whistleblowing is achievable in clinical practice. Furthermore, it may encourage needed initiatives in patient safety and healthcare quality. These may reinvigorate not just medical education but medical professionalism, facilitating the safe delivery of quality healthcare at reduced costs. Whether this technology can achieve the necessary culture change in other specialties and with senior specialists will need to be established.

CONCLUSION

Our suggestion is that virtue ethics as a discipline will gain not only by attempting to embrace healthcare whistleblowing within its theoretical foundations, but also through helping to devise systems for improving such whistleblowing in clinical practice. We contend this may be achieved through a practical approach, which encourages the link between professional virtue and conscience and relevant ethical, legal, and international human rights principles and which seeks to habituate the application of such a link through the use of a technological imperative. In a supportive
institutional environment, nurtured professional virtues, which previously might have spurred healthcare workers to report the quality and safety deficiencies of allegedly impaired colleagues despite institutional resistance, may be transformed into a non-punitive culture of self-reporting and professional development using appropriately programmed portable digital technology.1 4

Exposure to mentoring experiences and medical humanities, which value clinicians willing to “take a stand” for the sake of their patients, should be an important aspect of such a programme.1 4 Related components could involve enhanced testing of ethical attitudes and behaviour in the admissions processes and throughout undergraduate and postgraduate training to identify the parts of the curriculum most and least likely to produce the trainee attitudes that link conscience with healthcare quality and safety.10

The goal of such a system of practical virtue ethics is to measure and positively influence consistency in the ethical behaviour of medical undergraduates and postgraduates. It cherishes the virtues expressed by healthcare whistleblowers, while seeking to transform their efforts into a culture of self reporting using the technological imperative provided by portable digital technology. If we can so improve professional character and professional behaviour, we may be able to reduce the burden of the informal counterethics curriculum and its perpetuation of outdated, morally and ethically damaging practices in health care.
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